
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 19 March 2021 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PC Anouk S Responsibility  For completing the morning routine independently and beginning each day with a smile. Well done Anouk! 

PC Sofia T Pride  For working hard and trying your best in everything you do. Keep it up Sofia! 

PP Ari A Responsibility For being such a kind friend and helping others when they are feeling shy or scared. 

PP Amelia W Respect  For being a kind and amazing friend to all of Prep P!  

PS Xavier C Responsibility For being an amazing classroom helper and a wonderful role model. Well done Xavier! 

PS James W Respect For making great choices in the playground. I’m so proud of you James! 

PU Violet B Responsibility For consistently demonstrating all of our school values. You are an excellent role model for Prep U! Well done Violet :) 

PU Elsa P Respect For always interacting with her teachers and peers in a friendly and respectful manner. You are a great role model for Prep U! 

1C Jarrod F Pride For working hard and always trying his best. Keep up the great work! 

1C Charlize K Responsibility For always being a responsible member of 1C and always helping others. Amazing effort Charlize! 

1D Isaac Z Optimism For always having a positive attitude towards your learning and helping others with a smile. Great work Isaac! 

1D Alicia L Responsibility For taking responsibility for your own learning and for never giving up. Keep it up Alicia! 

1M Reuben S Optimism For the positive attitude you have towards your learning, even though it’s very hard with a broken arm.  Keep it up Reuben! 

1M Bella L Responsibility  For consistently being a responsible member of our classroom.  Awesome effort Bella! 

1S Abbie S Pride For taking pride in her work and always presenting her work neatly. Keep up the great work, Abbie! 

1S Ollie D Respect For always showing kindness towards his teachers and classmates. Thank-you for being a great friend, Ollie! 

1Y Dilhan Y Respect For displaying excellent manners, being a great listener when others are sharing and helping out in the classroom. Well done Dilhan! 

1Y Raven T Optimism For having an outstanding attitude towards her learning and always giving everything a go. A fantastic effort Raven! 

2C Archer B Pride For consistently working well in the classroom! 

2C Olivia P Optimism  For being persistent in difficult tasks. Great effort! 

2D Megan S Respect For always interacting with her teachers and peers in a friendly and respectful manner. 

 2D Zain P Respect For being polite, giving friendly greetings or farewells to his classmates and teachers. 

2G Joshua C Optimism For always trying his best in class. 

2G Lydia R Respect For always interacting with her teachers and peers in a friendly and respectful manner. 

2N Marlie B Optimism For always approaching her learning with a positive attitude. Keep up the great effort, Marlie! 

2N Zoe S Responsibility For consistently demonstrating all of our school values. You are an excellent role model for 2N, Zoe! 

3B Rudraksh B Pride For always taking the time to complete organised and neat work. Keep up the good work! 

3B Aurora B Optimism For always having a big smile on her face and making her friends laugh. 
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3F Patrick S Responsibility For taking responsibility for his learning and completing tasks with great enthusiasm! 

3F Blake J Responsibility For his enthusiasm and passion for reading and sharing his insightful ideas in class. 

3G Leonardo F Respect For always making good choices inside the classroom. 

3G Bonnie M Optimism For always starting every day with a huge smile. 

3M Charlotte M Integrity For always showing integrity in the playground, classroom and when dealing with other students. Well done Charlotte! 

3M Michael C Responsibility For trying his best to be responsible in class and in the playground. Keep it up, Mikey! 

4E Alexander F Integrity For always being honest in many situations. Keep up that integrity Alex! 

4E Cooper B Responsibility For always making the right decisions and choices inside and outside of the classroom. Well done Cooper! 

4K Tori C  Responsibility  Always completing her work to the best of her ability.  

4K Eleanor T Integrity A fantastic effort in planning and writing a narrative.  

4TF Sebastian H Optimistic For always coming to school with a positive attitude and giving everything a go. We love your positive mindset Seb. 

4TF Isabella A Responsibility For always being there to support her peers and teachers in any situation. You’re an absolute star! 

5E Tiger N Optimism For always embracing a challenge with a positive attitude and not being afraid to take risks with learning. 

5E Chelsea Y Pride For always giving her best effort to complete her work to a high standard. 

5P Harry N Responsibility For having such a terrific approach to writing sessions and always challenging himself to do better. Love your work Harry! 

5P Caitlin K Responsibility For having such a positive and focused approach to learning and always trying her best. Keep up the great work Caitlin! 

6A    

6A    

6I Brianna L Integrity For showing kindness and understanding to everyone, including her teachers and others during inter-school sport. 

6I Alexander Y Optimism For developing a more positive mindset towards his maths. 

6K Grace B Pride For taking pride in her role as Wellbeing Captain and making an excellent speech at her first assembly. 

6K Melody M Optimism For always coming to school with a smile on her face and consistently displaying a positive attitude towards her learning. 

Mandarin Sarah H - 5P Responsibility  For working in a diligent manner when completing written tasks independently. 

Perform Art Nicholas V - PU Pride For focusing on learning, challenging himself and helping others in class. Well done, Nicholas! 

PE Lucas M - 4E Integrity For helping others achieve their best and making sure that no one is left out in collaborative activities. Well done Lucas! 

STEM Gabe H - 4E Responsibility For showing leadership skills and successfully managing his own learning while we are completing our science projects. 

Visual Arts Alexander F - 4E Pride For working exceptionally well in Visual Arts this week. 

 


